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An Application Case Study of Improving Performance of Small Hydro-power
*Sang-gyun Kim, Ji-kun Park, Yeon-ju Lee

In this paper, it is intended to study about deferences of design and operation properties between large and small 
hydro-power house's turbine which type is reaction. In generally, turbine of large hydro-power has a more safe and effective 
energy output mechanisms than small hydro-power's because the turbine of small hydro-power is more sensitive to 
hydraulic losses. But, it is more effective for the all energy market to improve the capability and efficiency of small 
hydro-power in the present status of increasing construction of small hydro-power than large hydro-power. Therefore, we 
intend to investigate and introduce the way to enhance the efficiencies of reaction turbine adopted to small hydro-power.
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Studies on the flow stabilization around the turbine suction with utilizing the surface water 
overflow at small-hydraulic power plant

*Sungmyung Lee, Cheolhan Kim, Gunjong Yoo, **Wonseok Kim

Flow with suction to water turbine must be in stable state at small  hydraulic power plant. But because of water level 
fluctuation and water gate effect according to irregular supply of cooling water, it would happen to produce bubble and 
vortex and finally lead to problems in power-plant system. With utilizing the concept design of double size gate, surface 
water overflowed the overhead of gate for stable flow at suction. We developed the overflow condition and analyzed the 
design factor with existed one such as water level(overflow amount) and overhead of water gate(overflow figure). Flow test 
and CFD simulation say that flow have stable  state around suction and 20% of wave reduction effect at surface layer after 
surface water overflow.
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